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Preventive Conservation
Museum Object Lessons for the Digital Age explores
the nature of digital objects in museums, asking us to
question our assumptions about the material, social
and political foundations of digital practices. Through
four wide-ranging chapters, each focused on a single
object – a box, pen, effigy and cloak – this short,
accessible book explores the legacies of earlier
museum practices of collection, older forms of media
(from dioramas to photography), and theories of how
knowledge is produced in museums on a wide range
of digital projects. Swooping from Ethnographic to
Decorative Arts Collections, from the Google Art
Project to bespoke digital experiments, Haidy Geismar
explores the object lessons contained in digital form
and asks what they can tell us about both the past
and the future. Drawing on the author’s extensive
experience working with collections across the world,
Geismar argues for an understanding of digital media
as material, rather than immaterial, and advocates for
a more nuanced, ethnographic and historicised view
of museum digitisation projects than those usually
adopted in the celebratory accounts of new media in
museums. By locating the digital as part of a longer
history of material engagements, transformations and
processes of translation, this book broadens our
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understanding of the reality effects that digital
technologies create, and of how digital media can be
mobilised in different parts of the world to very
different effects.

Collecting and Provenance
Technological advances and innovative perspectives
constantly evolve the notion of what makes up a
digital library. Archives and the Digital Library
provides an insightful snapshot of the current state of
archiving in the digital realm. Respected experts in
library and information science present the latest
research results and illuminating case studies to
provide a comprehensive glimpse at the theory,
technological advances, and unique approaches to
digital information management as it now stands. The
book focuses on digitally reformatted surrogates of
non-digital textual and graphic materials from
archival collections, exploring the roles archivists can
play in broadening the scope of digitization efforts
through creatively developing policies, procedures,
and tools to effectively manage digital content. Many
of the important advances in digitization of materials
have little to do with the efforts of archivists. Archives
and the Digital Library concentrates specifically on
the developments in the world of archives and the
digitization of the unique content of information
resources archivists deal with on a constant basis.
This resource reviews the current issues and
challenges, effective user assessment techniques,
various digital resources projects, collaboration
strategies, and helpful best practices. The book is
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extensively referenced and includes helpful
illustrative figures. Topics in Archives and the Digital
Library include: a case study of LSTA-grant funded
California Local History Digital Resources Project
expanding the scope of traditional archival digitations
projects beyond the limits of a single institution a
case study of the California Cultures Project the top
ten themes in usability issues case studies of usability
studies, focus groups, interviews, ethnographic
studies, and web log analysis developing a reciprocal
partnership with a digital library the technical
challenges in harvesting and managing Web archives
metadata strategies to provide descriptive, technical,
and preservation related information about archived
Web sites long-term preservation of digital materials
building a trusted digital repository collaboration in
developing and supporting the technical and
organizational infrastructure for sustainability in both
academic and state government the Archivists’
Toolkit software application Archives and the Digital
Library is timely, important reading for archivists,
librarians, library administrators, library information
educators, archival educators, and students.

A Companion to Museum Studies
The study of provenance—the history of the creation
and ownership of an artefact, work of art, or
specimen—provides insights into the history of taste
and collecting, illuminating the social, economic, and
historic trends in which an object was created and
collected. It is as much a history of people as it is of
objects, and its study often reveals intricate networks
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of relationships, patterns of activity and motivations.
This book promotes the study of the history of
collecting and collections in all their variety through
the lens of provenance, and explores the subject as a
cross-disciplinary activity. Perhaps for the first time in
a publication, it draws on expertise ranging from art
history and anthropology, to natural history and law,
looking at periods from antiquity through the 18th
century and the Holocaust era to the present, and
materials from Europe and the Americas to China and
the Pacific. The issues raised are wide-ranging,
touching on aspects of authenticity, cultural meaning
and material transformation and economic and
commercial drivers, as well as collector and object
biography. The book fills a gap in the study of
collecting and provenance, taking the subject
holistically and from multiple standpoints, better to
reflect the widening interest in provenance from a
range of disciplinary perspectives. This book will be a
service to the field, from established scholars and
museum professionals to students of collecting
history, cultural heritage, and museum studies.

Encouraging Collections Mobility
The Routledge International Handbook of New Digital
Practices in Galleries, Libraries, Archives, Museums
and Heritage Sites presents a fascinating picture of
the ways in which today's cultural institutions are
undergoing a transformation through innovative
applications of digital technology. With a strong focus
on digital design practice, the volume captures the
vital discourse between curators, exhibition
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designers, historians, heritage practitioners,
technologists and interaction designers from around
the world. Contributors interrogate how their projects
are extending the traditional reach and engagement
of institutions through digital designs that reconfigure
the interplay between collections, public knowledge
and civic society. Bringing together the experiences
of some of today’s most innovative cultural
institutions and thinkers, the Handbook provides
refreshingly new ideas and directions for the exciting
digital challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. As
such, it should be essential reading for academics,
students, designers and professionals interested in
the production of culture in the post-digital age.

Valuing Your Collection
In the face of unparalleled growth and a truly global
audience, the popularity of contemporary art has
clearly become a double-edged affair. Today, an
unprecedented number of museums, galleries,
biennial-style exhibitions, and art fairs display new
work in all its variety, while art schools continue to
inject fresh talent onto the scene at an accelerated
rate. In the process, however, contemporary art has
become deeply embedded not only in an expanding
art industry, but also the larger cultures of fashion
and entertainment. Buskirk argues that
understanding the dynamics of art itself cannot be
separated from the business of presenting art to the
public. As strategies of institutional critique have
given way to various forms of collaboration or
accommodation, both art and museum conventions
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have been profoundly altered by their ongoing
relationship. The escalating market for contemporary
art is another driving force. Even as art remains an
idealized activity, it is also understood as a
profession, and in increasingly obvious ways a
business, particularly as practiced by star artists who
preside over branded art product lines.

Archival practices and sites in the
contemporary art field
Heritage projects in the Arabian Peninsula are
developing rapidly. Museums and heritage sites are
symbols of shifting national identities, and a way of
placing the Arabian Peninsula states on the
international map. Global, i.e. Western, heritage
standards and practices have been utilised for the
rapid injection of heritage expertise in museum
development and site management and for
international recognition. The use of Western heritage
models in the Arabian Peninsula inspires two key
areas for research which this book examines: the
obscuring of indigenous concepts and practices of
heritage and expressions of cultural identity; and the
tensions between local/community concepts of
heritage and identity and the new national identities
being constructed through museums and heritage
sites at a state level.

Archives and Manuscripts
This book addresses the issue of valuing objects in
cultural collections, ranging from high-value to low or
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no-value and featuring a range of collections including
fine art, archives, science and photography. Practical
advice is given on how to assign values and best
practice examples are drawn from museums, libraries
and archives. The subject of valuation has always
been challenging for museums and public collections
and is becoming more urgent as monetary values of
many items continue to break records. There is an
increase in lending, with more loans requiring a value
for insurance. Cultural collections and exhibitions are
expanding to all corners of the world, while, at the
same time, lenders are becoming more risk-averse.
Valuing Your Collection will address the issues and
offer some solutions. Content covered includes:
questions of valuing public and private cultural
collectionsassigning values to individual objects or an
entire collectionlegal and ethical
considerationsdiscussion of authentication and
attributionthe insurance business and valuationguides
to valuing different types of collectionsa range of case
studies showing valuation across multiple
sectorssample templates with criteria for valuing
different objects. This book will be useful for curators
of cultural collections, professionals in museums,
libraries and archives, cultural heritage students,
private collectors, those involved with art insurance,
art business and anyone requiring practical guidance
on valuation.

Cultural Heritage in the Arabian
Peninsula
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Extreme Collecting
In 1979, Edward P. Alexander's Museums in Motion
was hailed as a much-needed addition to the museum
literature. In combining the history of museums since
the eighteenth century with a detailed examination of
the function of museums and museum workers in
modern society, it served as an essential resource for
those seeking to enter to the museum profession and
for established professionals looking for an expanded
understanding of their own discipline. Now, Mary
Alexander has produced a newly revised edition of the
classic text, bringing it the twenty-first century with
coverage of emerging trends, resources, and
challenges. New material also includes a discussion of
the children's museum as a distinct type of institution
and an exploration of the role computers play in both
outreach and traditional in-person visits.

Inventing the Art Collection
Good storage is the foundation of effective collection
care, advancing conservation while at the same time
promoting accessibility and use. Preventive
Conservation: Collection Storage covers the storage
of all types of collections, including science, fine and
decorative art, history, library, archive, and digital
collections. It concentrates on preventive
conservation and emphasizes a risk management
approach. Reflecting the breadth of its scope, the new
book is collaboration between The Society for the
Preservation of Natural History Collections; the
American Institute for Conservation of Historic &
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Artistic Works; the Smithsonian Institution; and the
George Washington University Museum Studies
Program.

Queers Online
"This book documents and extends the exhibitionproject 'Interarchiv' of the Kunstraum der Universität
Lüneburg in co-operation with Hans-Peter Feldmann
and Hans Ulrich Obrist, 1997-2002"--Colophon.

The Thing about Museums
By exploring the processes of collecting, which
challenge the bounds of normally acceptable practice,
this book debates the practice of collecting 'difficult'
objects, from a historical and contemporary
perspective; and discusses the acquisition of objects
related to war and genocide, and those purchased
from the internet, as well as considering human
remains, mass produced objects and illicitly traded
antiquities. The aim is to apply a critical approach to
the rigidity of museums in maintaining essentially
nineteenth-century ideas of collecting; and to move
towards identifying priorities for collection policies in
museums, which are inclusive of acquiring 'difficult'
objects. Much of the book engages with the question
of the limits to the practice of collecting as a means
to think through the implementation of new
strategies.

Canadian Craft and Museum Practice,
1900-1950
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"Groundbreaking. Shabout elucidates two critical
issues that have thus far received inadequate
scholarly attention--the distinction between Islamic
Art and Arab Art and the relatedness of the political
and artistic processes in the history of Arab
modernity."--Shiva Balaghi, coeditor of Picturing Iran:
Art, Society and Revolution "One of the first
publications to consider the various cultural and social
conditions that have helped shape Modern Arab Art as
a recent phenomenon linked to the rise of Arab
identity, the impact of western art training, and a
search for a contemporary language which links with
Islamic art but is discontinuous with it."--Fran Lloyd,
Kingston University "Art is one way to visualize the
interconnectedness of people and this book shows us
how related in influence and aspirations we all
are."--Linnea S. Hedrick, Miami University Modern
Arab Art provides a historical and theoretical overview
of the subject from the 1940s through today. With
particular emphasis on production, reception, and the
intersection between art and politics in Iraq and
Palestine, Nada Shabout reveals the fallacy in
Western fascination with Arab art as a timeless and
exotic "other."

Unarrested Archives
The status of photographs in the history of museum
collections is a complex one. From its very beginnings
the double capacity of photography - as a tool for
making a visual record on the one hand and an
aesthetic form in its own right on the other - has
created tensions about its place in the hierarchy of
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museum objects. While major collections of 'art'
photography have grown in status and visibility,
photographs not designated 'art' are often invisible in
museums. Yet almost every museum has photographs
as part of its ecosystem, gathered as information,
corroboration or documentation, shaping the
understanding of other classes of objects, and many
of these collections remain uncatalogued and their
significance unrecognised. This volume presents a
series of case studies on the historical collecting and
usage of photographs in museums. Using critically
informed empirical investigation, it explores
substantive and historiographical questions such as
what is the historical patterning in the way
photographs have been produced, collected and
retained by museums? How do categories of the
aesthetic and evidential shape the history of
collecting photographs? What has been the work of
photographs in museums? What does an
understanding of photograph collections add to our
understanding of collections history more broadly?
What are the methodological demands of research on
photograph collections? The case studies cover a wide
range of museums and collection types, from art
galleries to maritime museums, national collections to
local history museums, and international perspectives
including Cuba, France, Germany, New Zealand,
South Africa and the UK. Together they offer a
fascinating insight into both the history of collections
and collecting, and into the practices and poetics of
archives across a range of disciplines, including the
history of science, museum studies, archaeology and
anthropology.
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Archival Methods
Calling upon the archives of Canadian writers E.
Pauline Johnson (1861–1913), Emily Carr
(1871–1945), Sheila Watson (1909–1998), Jane Rule
(1931–2007), and M. NourbeSe Philip (1947– ), Linda
M. Morra explores the ways in which women’s
archives have been uniquely conceptualized in
scholarly discourses and shaped by socio-political
forces. She also provides a framework for
understanding the creative interventions these
women staged to protect their records. Through these
case studies, Morra traces the influence of institutions
such as national archives and libraries, and regulatory
bodies such as border service agencies on the
creation, presentation, and preservation of women's
archival collections. The deliberate selection of the
five literary case studies allows Morra to examine
changing archival practices over time, shifting
definitions of nationhood and national literary history,
varying treatments of race, gender, and sexual
orientation, and the ways in which these forces
affected the writers’ reputations and their archives.
Morra also productively reflects on Jacques Derrida’s
Archive Fever and postmodern feminist scholarship
related to the relationship between writing, authority,
and identity to showcase the ways in which female
writers in Canada have represented themselves and
their careers in the public record.

The Principles of Museum Administration
In line with the resurgence of interest in the history of
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archaeology manifested over the past decade, this
volume aims to highlight state-of-the art research
across several topics and areas, and to stimulate new
approaches and studies in the field. With their shared
historiographical commitment, the authors, leading
scholars and emerging researchers, draw from a wide
range of case studies to address major themes such
as historical sources and methods; questions of
archaeological practices and the practical aspects of
knowledge production; 'visualizing archaeology' and
the multiple roles of iconography and imagery; and
'questions of identity' at local, national and
international levels.

Photographs, Museums, Collections
Memory institutions such as libraries, archives,
galleries and museums all share pressing concerns
about preserving heritage, whether in the form of
material and documentary cultural artefacts in
collections, or in the form of new digitally born
material. Recent incidents of natural disaster and
cultural genocide, together with the global turn to
digitization, have forced librarians, archivists and
curators to rethink and restructure their primary
modes of operation. Preservation management now
sits at the top of the agenda for heritage institutions
around the world, as collection development policies
and practices are negotiated between libraries,
museums, archives, funding agencies and
governments. Historically separate cultural
institutions are now converging to share limited
resources, develop compatible ideologies and coPage 14/28
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ordinate distributed collections. This forward-looking
collection charts the diversity of preservation
management in the contemporary information
landscape, and offers guidance on preservation
methods for the sustainability of collections from a
range of international experts. The authors are
connected to a wide international network of
professional associations and NGOs, and have been
selected not only for their specific expertise, but for
the contribution they are making to the future of
preservation management. The chapters cover:
managing the documentary heritage: issues for the
present and future preservation policy and planning
intangible heritage: museums and preservation
surrogacy and the artefact moving with the times in
search of permanence a valuation model for paper
conservation research preservation of audiovisual
media: traditional to interactive formats challenges of
managing the digitally born artefact preserving
cultural heritage in times of conflict access and the
social contract in memory institutions redefining 'the
collection' in the 21st century. Readership: There is
urgent need for heritage management initiatives and
robust disaster planning that will safeguard our
cultural heritage and recognize the right of the enduser to ownership of it. This is an informed and
essential guide to managing collection and
preservation strategies for anyone working in the
library, archive, museum or broader cultural heritage
sectors.

Libraries, Archives, and Museums Today
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By exploring the processes of collecting, which
challenge the bounds of normally acceptable practice,
this book debates the practice of collecting 'difficult'
objects, from a historical and contemporary
perspective; and discusses the acquisition of objects
related to war and genocide, and those purchased
from the internet, as well as considering human
remains, mass produced objects and illicitly traded
antiquities. The aim is to apply a critical approach to
the rigidity of museums in maintaining essentially
nineteenth-century ideas of collecting; and to move
towards identifying priorities for collection policies in
museums, which are inclusive of acquiring 'difficult'
objects. Much of the book engages with the question
of the limits to the practice of collecting as a means
to think through the implementation of new
strategies.

Collections
"This book combines relevant and cutting-edge
information on the current and future use of
videoconferencing technology in the field of
education. It serves as the foundation for future
research and implementation of K-12 technology,
professional development, and integration efforts.
Educators will gain scientific evidence, case studies,
and best practices from this book"--Provided by
publisher.

Organization, Representation and
Description through the Digital Age
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Collecting has a long tradition in the Middle East but
the museum as a public institution is relatively new.
Today there are national museums for antiquities in
most Arab countries. While in some cases the political
and social climate has hindered the foundation of
museums, with existing collections even destroyed at
times, the recent museum boom in the Gulf States is
again changing the outlook. This unique book is the
first to explore collecting practices in archives and
museums in the modern Arab world, featuring case
studies of collecting practices in countries ranging
from Egypt and Lebanon to Palestine, Jordan, Iraq and
the Gulf, and providing a theoretical and
methodological basis for future research. The authors
are also concerned with investigating the relationship
between past and present, since collecting practices
tell us a great deal not only about the past but also
about the ways we approach the past and present
conceptions of our identities. Collections can be
textual as well, as in the stories, memories or events
selected, recalled, and retold in the pages of a text.
As interest in memory studies as well as popular and
visual culture grows in the Arab World, so collecting
practices are at the heart of any critical approach to
the past and the present in that region. The book will
be of great interest not only to scholars and students
of the modern Arab world but also to professionals in
museums and collections in the region, as well as
around the world.

Museums and Restitution
The rise of digitisation and social media over the past
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decade has fostered the rise of participatory and DIY
digital culture. Likewise, the archival community
leveraged these new technologies, aiming to engage
users and expand access to collections. This book
examines the creation and development of
participatory archives, its impact on archival theory,
and present case studies of its real world application.
Participatory Archives is divided into four sections
with each focused on a particular aspect of
participatory archives: social tagging and
commenting; transcription; crowdfunding; and
outreach & activist communities. Each section
includes chapters summarizing the existing literature,
a discussion of theoretical challenges and benefits,
and a series of case studies. The case studies are
written by a range of international practitioners and
provide a wide range of examples in practice, whilst
the remaining chapters are supplied by leading
scholars from Australia, Canada, Denmark, the
Netherlands, Norway, the United Kingdom, and the
United States. This book will be useful for students on
archival studies programs, scholarly researchers in
archival studies who could use the book to frame their
own research projects, and practitioners who might
be most interested in the case studies to see how
participatory archives function in practice. The book
may also be of interest to other library and
information science students, and similar audiences
within the broader cultural heritage institution fields
of museums, libraries, and galleries.

Digital Anthropology
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Libraries, Museums, and Archives
Cataloging standards practiced within the traditional
library, archive and museum environments are not
interoperable for the retrieval of objects within the
shared online environment. Within today’s
information environments, library, archive and
museum professionals are becoming aware that all
information objects can be linked together. In this
way, information professionals have the opportunity
to collaborate and share data together with the shard
online cataloging environment, the end result being
improved retrieval effectiveness. But the adaptation
has been slow: Libraries, archives and museums are
still operating within their own community-specific
cataloging practices. This book provides a historical
perspective of the evolution of linking devices within
the library, archive, and museums environments, and
captures current cataloging practices in these fields.
It offers suggestions for moving beyond communityspecific cataloging principles and thus has the
potential of becoming a springboard for further
conversation and the sharing of ideas.

Modern Arab Art
The Things about Museums constitutes a unique,
highly diverse collection of essays unprecedented in
existing books in either museum and heritage studies
or material culture studies. Taking varied
perspectives and presenting a range of case studies,
the chapters all address objects in the context of
museums, galleries and/or the heritage sector more
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broadly. Specifically, the book deals with how objects
are constructed in museums, the ways in which
visitors may directly experience those objects, how
objects are utilised within particular representational
strategies and forms, and the challenges and
opportunities presented by using objects to
communicate difficult and contested matters. Topics
and approaches examined in the book are diverse,
but include the objectification of natural history
specimens and museum registers; materiality,
immateriality, transience and absence; subject/object
boundaries; sensory, phenomenological perspectives;
the museumisation of objects and collections; and the
dangers inherent in assuming that objects,
interpretation and heritage are ‘good’ for us.

Participatory Archives
Anthropology has two main tasks: to understand what
it is to be human and to examine how humanity is
manifested differently in the diversity of culture.
These tasks have gained new impetus from the
extraordinary rise of the digital. This book brings
together several key anthropologists working with
digital culture to demonstrate just how productive an
anthropological approach to the digital has already
become. Through a range of case studies from
Facebook to Second Life to Google Earth, Digital
Anthropology explores how human and digital can be
defined in relation to one another, from avatars and
disability; cultural differences in how we use social
networking sites or practise religion; the practical
consequences of the digital for politics, museums,
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design, space and development to new online world
and gaming communities. The book also explores the
moral universe of the digital, from new anxieties to
open-source ideals. Digital Anthropology reveals how
only the intense scrutiny of ethnography can overturn
assumptions about the impact of digital culture and
reveal its profound consequences for everyday life.
Combining the clarity of a textbook with an engaging
style which conveys a passion for these new frontiers
of enquiry, this book is essential reading for students
and scholars of anthropology, media studies,
communication studies, cultural studies and
sociology.

Archives and the Digital Library
Deaccessioning in Special Collections and Archives
addresses issues related to deaccessioning special
collections and archives materials. A mix of case
studies and perspectives on deaccessioning, the book
addresses important issues vital to deaccessioning
including ethical concerns, donor relations, appraisal
questions, and disposition options.

The Routledge International Handbook of
New Digital Practices in Galleries,
Libraries, Archives, Museums and
Heritage Sites
This highly readable account presents the first
overview of craft activity as an integral part of
Canadian culture between 1900 and 1950, and
reviews the tone and focus of contemporaneous
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writing about craft. It explores the diversity of all
aspects of craft, including makers, production,
organizations, education, and government
involvement. The history of museums and their lack
of response to this major component of Canadian
culture combined with the fate of various craft
collections raise important, ongoing questions.

Videoconferencing Technology in K-12
Instruction: Best Practices and Trends
A Companion to Museum Studies captures the
multidisciplinary approach to the study of the
development, roles, and significance of museums in
contemporary society. Collects first-rate original
essays by leading figures from a range of disciplines
and theoretical stances, including anthropology, art
history, history, literature, sociology, cultural studies,
and museum studies Examines the complexity of the
museum from cultural, political, curatorial, historical
and representational perspectives Covers traditional
subjects, such as space, display, buildings, objects
and collecting, and more contemporary challenges
such as visiting, commerce, community and
experimental exhibition forms

A Legal Primer on Managing Museum
Collections, Third Edition
Preservation Management for Libraries,
Archives and Museums
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The pace and scale of the exchange of cultural goods
of all sorts&—paintings, furniture, even ladies'
fans&—increased sharply in nineteenth-century Spain,
and new institutions and practices for exhibiting as
well as valorizing &"art&" were soon formed. Oscar
V&ázquez maps this cultural landscape, tracing the
connections between the growth of art markets and
changing patterns of collecting. Unlike many earlier
students of collecting, he focuses not upon questions
of taste but rather upon the discursive and
institutional frameworks that came to regulate art's
economic and symbolic worth at all levels of Spanish
society. Drawing upon sources that range from
newspaper reviews to notarial documents, V&ázquez
shows how collecting acquired the power to mediate
debates over individual, regional, and national
identity. His book also looks at the emergence of a
new state apparatus for arts administration and
situates these social and political changes in the
broader European context. Inventing the Art
Collection will be of interest to historians and
sociologists of Spain and Europe, as well as art
historians and cultural theorists.

Archives, Museums and Collecting
Practices in the Modern Arab World
How can libraries, museums, and archives update
their policies to balance legal requirements with the
needs of their users? This in-depth treatment provides
concrete background and guidelines for every library,
museum, or archive, no matter what the size or
mission.
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Reappraisal and Deaccessioning in
Archives and Special Collections
This book examines contemporary approaches to
restitution from the perspective of museums. It
focuses on the ways in which these institutions have
been addressing the subject at a regional, national
and international level. In particular, it explores
contemporary practices and recent claims, and
investigates to what extent the question of restitution
as an issue of ownership is still at large, or whether
museums have found additional ways to
conceptualise and practice restitution, by thinking
beyond the issue of ownership. The challenges,
benefits and drawbacks of recent and current
museum practice are explored. At the same time, the
book discusses how these museum practices are
received , and informed, by source communities,
institutional and governmental agendas and visitors'
expectations in order to explore issues of authority,
collaboration and shared or conflicting values
between the different communities involved in the
process. This important book will contribute to the
developing body of literature that academics,
professionals, policy makers and students can refer to
in order to understand how restitution has been
negotiated, 'materialised', practiced and evaluated
within museums.

Extreme Collecting
Hailed when it was first published in 1985 as the bible
of U.S. collections management, A Legal Primer on
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Managing Museum Collections offers the only
comprehensive discussion of the legal questions
faced by museums regarding collections. This revised
and expanded third edition addresses the many legal
developments—including a comprehensive discussion
of stolen art and the international movement of
cultural property, recent developments in copyright,
and the effects of burgeoning electronic uses—that
have occurred during the past twenty-five years. An
authorative, go-to book for any museum professional,
Legal Primer offers detailed explanations of the law,
suggestions for preventing legal problems, and
numerous case studies of lawsuits involving museum
collections.

The Routledge International Handbook of
New Digital Practices in Galleries,
Libraries, Archives, Museums and
Heritage Sites
This innovative handbook examines the changing
relationship between communities, citizens and the
notion of the archive. Archives have traditionally been
understood as repositories of knowledge and
experience, remote from the ordinary people who
fund and populate them, however digital resources
have led to a growing plurality of archives and the
practices associated with collecting and curating. This
book uses a broad range of case studies which place
communities at the heart of this exciting
development, to illustrate how their experiences are
central to our understanding of this new terrain which
challenges traditional histories and the control of
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knowledge and power.

Museums in Motion
Archives, Ancestors, Practices
The Routledge International Handbook of New Digital
Practices in Galleries, Libraries, Archives, Museums
and Heritage Sites presents a fascinating picture of
the ways in which today's cultural institutions are
undergoing a transformation through innovative
applications of digital technology. With a strong focus
on digital design practice, the volume captures the
vital discourse between curators, exhibition
designers, historians, heritage practitioners,
technologists and interaction designers from around
the world. Contributors interrogate how their projects
are extending the traditional reach and engagement
of institutions through digital designs that reconfigure
the interplay between collections, public knowledge
and civic society. Bringing together the experiences
of some of today’s most innovative cultural
institutions and thinkers, the Handbook provides
refreshingly new ideas and directions for the exciting
digital challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. As
such, it should be essential reading for academics,
students, designers and professionals interested in
the production of culture in the post-digital age.

Creative Enterprise
This book explores the intersections among libraries,
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archives, and museums (LAMs) in such practices as
digital content creation, conservation and
preservation, collections cataloging, digital asset
management, digital curation and stewardship,
expanding user experiences, and cultivating digital
cultural communities.

Communities, Archives and New
Collaborative Practices
The sixth edition of Museum Registration Methods is a
comprehensive guide to registration and collections
management of museum collections, from acquisition,
use, and deaccessioning.

Museum Object Lessons for the Digital
Age
Museum Registration Methods
"Addresses the digital practices of LGBT librarians,
archivists, and museum curators, as well as the digital
practices of seekers and users of LGBT resources and
services"--
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